**LSD Bill Sparks Holdup**

Police Told Teen Pushes At High School

BY JOSEPH KENT

A Prince George's County high school student was arrested Monday afternoon following reports that a student at Gwynn Park High School was carrying a gun and threatening to shoot students.

The student, identified as a 16-year-old boy, was arrested at about 3 p.m. and charged with possession of a gun and possession of a firearm within 500 feet of a school.

The incident occurred in the cafeteria area of the school. According to reports, the student was carrying a BB gun and told students he was going to shoot them.

In a press conference, police said they were able to quickly respond to the incident and to prevent any harm to students.

\*

**Hoffa Praises President**

**Politics Denied In Parole**

President Johnson today praised Labor Secretary George W. Meany for his efforts to bring about a settlement of the Teamsters' strike.

"Mr. Meany has done a great job," Johnson said. "He has been working tirelessly to bring about a resolution of the strike, and I am confident that the strike will be resolved soon."

Johnson also praised the Teamsters' bargaining committee, which has been working hard to reach an agreement.

\*

**Steed, Nixon Meeting Today**

The President and Vice President will meet today in the Oval Office to discuss the situation in Vietnam.

The meeting is expected to last for several hours, and both men are expected to make a joint statement to the press at the end of the meeting.

\*

**Nixon To Fly With Chinese**

President Nixon is scheduled to depart for China tomorrow morning. He will be accompanied by Secretary of State Henry Kissinger and General Alexander Haig, Jr., who will serve as his official representative.

The Chinese government has invited President Nixon to visit China. The visit is expected to mark the beginning of a new era of diplomatic relations with the United States and China.

\*

**Leaking Gas Peril Area In Northwest**

A leaking gas pipeline in the northwest is expected to cause a fire and explosion in the area.

The pipeline, located in a heavily wooded area, has been leaking gas for several weeks, and the situation is expected to worsen if the pipeline is not repaired.

\*

**6 Million Dollar Man...**

President Johnson today praised the work of the 6 Million Dollar Man, a television show that has been popular with the public.

"The 6 Million Dollar Man is a great show," Johnson said. "It has been a ratings success and has helped to bring attention to the issue of brain injury."
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Riches Elude Tulsa-Based Jeannie Coffman

Country Music Singer Works Hard At Chasing Stardom

By EXT. A. GROUSE

TULSA, O.K. - Jeannie Coffman is working hard to break into the big time, according to her manager, Ben Stewart. "Jeannie is a very talented singer," Stewart said. "She's a natural, but she needs the exposure to make it big."

Coffman has been singing in local clubs for a few years, but has yet to achieve the success she desires. "I've been doing this for a long time," she said. "I know I'm good, but I just haven't found the right people to help me."

Coffman's manager says the key to her success lies in persistence. "You can't give up," Stewart said. "Jeannie has the talent, she just needs the opportunity."

Groucho Vigorous At 81

By HARRY M. SCHWARTZ

NEW YORK -- Groucho Marx is still as vigorous as ever, according to his agent, Max Fleischer. "Groucho is in great shape," Fleischer said. "He's still got that zany energy that makes him so unique."

Marx recently returned from a trip to Europe, where he performed to enthusiastic crowds. "He's a hit wherever he goes," Fleischer said. "People love his humor and his zany personality."

Hughes Sews Up Film Titles

By ROBERT J. McGUIRE

MEXICO CITY -- Howard Hughes has completed the filming of his latest project, "The Midnight Earl." Hughes, known for his attention to detail, spent months refining the film's special effects and editing. "I wanted it to be perfect," Hughes said. "Nothing less will do."

The film is expected to be a box office success, according to industry analysts. "Hughes is a master storyteller," one analyst said. "He knows how to keep people engaged."

Anti-Military Play Fails As Drama

By FRANK R. MILLER

MADISON, WIS. -- "Town Strike," a play about a small town's reaction to a military base, failed to impress audiences last night. "I didn't care for it," said audience member John Smith. "The acting was wooden and the script was weak."

The play, written by local playwright Bill Johnson, was greeted with mixed reviews. "Some people liked it," Johnson said. "Others didn't. I guess it's just not for everyone."

Mondo Freudo and College Girls

By LOUISE A. GREEN

NEW YORK -- Mondo Freudo has started dating one of the college girls who were his fans during his film school days. "She's sweet," Freudo said. "And the sex is great."

Freudo, known for his explosive acting style, has been attracting attention in the film world. "I'm finally getting the recognition I deserve," he said. "People are starting to see my talent."
Air Strikes Stepped Up

**OVERSEAS** - American airplanes attacked 16 targets in South Vietnam and Thailand on Tuesday, marking the first day of Operation Linebacker II, a massive bombing campaign aimed at disrupting North Vietnam's ability to support its forces in the south. The attacks came as thousands of Vietnamese civilians streamed out of their homes, seeking shelter from the chaos.

**NATION'S SCHOOLS DIVIDED OVER SPANKING**

A new study released today found that 60% of teachers in public schools nationwide support the use of physical punishment as a disciplinary measure. The study, conducted by the National Educational Research Institute, surveyed teachers from across the country and found that while the majority of educators believe in the effectiveness of spanking, there is growing concern among parents and educators about the potential long-term effects on children.

**OSU Offering New Degree**

Oklahoma State University will launch a new degree program in cybersecurity next fall, responding to a growing demand for skilled professionals in the field. The Master of Science in Cybersecurity will be offered through the university's College of Business and Economics and will prepare students for careers in cybersecurity, digital forensics, and related areas.
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Editorials

As The Twig Is Bent...

"Good" people come from "good" families. "Bad" people come from "bad" families.

This is the way of our society. It is why we arrest people. It is the reason we levy fines and go to jail. It is the reason we prosecute people. It is the reason we jury people.
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Prisoners Demanding Their 'Rights'

New York City, May 19, 1970

By Bill Berkson

In a remarkable display of unity, hundreds of prisoners held in various New York City jails have begun a week-long strike to demand improved working conditions and better treatment. The prisoners, who are demanding better food, healthier living conditions, and end to solitary confinement, are participating in a coordinated effort to highlight the plight of those held in the city's correctional facilities.

The strike, organized by the New York City Correctional Officers Association, has been met with mixed reactions from city officials. While some have expressed concern for the safety of both the inmates and the correctional officers, others have called for a more measured response.

The strike has also sparked a broader debate about the treatment of inmates in New York City, with many calling for reforms to the city's correctional system. The strike is expected to continue for the duration of the week, with talks between the correctional officers and city officials scheduled for the weekend.

The strike comes at a time when the city is facing a crisis in its correctional facilities, with overcrowding and a lack of resources putting a strain on the system. The situation has been further compounded by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, which has resulted in a significant increase in the number of prisoners held in the city's jails.

The prisoners, who are demanding better treatment and working conditions, have been joined by supporters from the community, who have called for the city to take action to improve the conditions in its correctional facilities.

The strike is expected to continue for the duration of the week, with talks between the correctional officers and city officials scheduled for the weekend.
WINE: Booming Giant

BY JAMES HARRITY

This is a major shift in California’s wine culture, the biggest in recent years, according to experts. California is now the largest producer of fine wine in the world, surpassing both France and Italy. This is due to the state’s climate and soil conditions, which are ideal for growing grapes.

In the past, California wines were often considered to be mass-market offerings, but this has changed dramatically. California now produces a wide variety of wines, from fruity, light wines to rich, complex Bordeaux-style wines. The state is home to many of the world’s most famous wine regions, including Napa Valley, Sonoma County, and the Santa Barbara Channel.

The increase in quality and popularity of California wines has been driven by a number of factors. First, the state has invested heavily in improving its wine production infrastructure, including vineyards, wineries, and tasting rooms. Second, there has been a significant increase in consumer demand for California wines, driven by their reputation for quality and value. Finally, there has been a growing number of wine-focused travel destinations, such as Napa Valley, which has become a major tourist destination.

This shift in California’s wine industry has had a ripple effect on the global wine market, with many other regions following suit. As a result, California is now considered to be a major player in the world wine industry, and its wines are enjoyed by wine lovers around the world.
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SOME ITEMS AT WARDS EVERYDAY LOW PRICES

MEN’S REG. 9.99 FLARE LEG JEANS

SAVE 6.00

REG. 5.14 SALE 3.99 STRETCH JEANS

SAVE 1.15

REG 9.99 REG 6.99 CLEANING UNIT

SAVE 15.11

SCATTLE CLOTHES AND VOGUES REGULARLY 1.99 TO 2.29 YARD

94¢ YARD

SPECIAL PURCHASE

DYE-TO-MATCH NYLON PAINT SETS STRETCH WITH YOUR GIRLS

2.49 10‘ REDWOOD PLANTER WILL COMPLEMENT ANY DECOR

399¢

FRIDAY FREEBIES AND SPECIALS

FREE PIE WITH A 1-Peace Fondue Set OR A 15-Piece Fondue Set

ONLY 1.25

SPECIAL PURCHASE

YOU’LL LIKE WARDS

MON, TUES, THURS 10 A.M. TO 9 P.M., SAT 10 TO 6 P.M.